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AWS Shield Engagement Lambda 
 

The AWS Shield Engagement Lambda function is an AWS Lambda function that allows any AWS customer who is 

subscribed to Business Support or Enterprise Support to rapidly engage AWS Support during a Distributed Denial of Service 

(DDoS) attack that has impacted the availability of an application. Engaging this function will automatically create a 

support case. If you are subscribed to AWS Shield Advanced it will also proactively notify the AWS DDoS Response Team 

(DRT) of the new support case. Benefits of using the AWS Shield Engagement Lambda function include: 

 Faster Case Creation. Your case is created with AWS Support seconds after engaging the function. There is no 

need to log into the AWS Management Console or type a manual reply.  

 

 Standardized Engagement. The support case will include a pre-composed message that tells the AWS Support 

engineer that you require immediate assistance with a DDoS attack. If you are subscribed to AWS Shield 

Advanced, the message will include a request for a DRT escalation.       

   

 Faster Escalation for AWS Shield Advanced Cases. After the support case is opened the case ID is sent to DRT in 

the form of an Amazon SNS message. This allows DRT engineers to engage proactively without waiting for a 

support engineer to commence escalation. 

You can use the AWS Shield Engagement Lambda with any event source supported by AWS Lambda. For more information 

about Lambda event sources, see Supported Event Sources.    

Configuring the AWS Shield Engagement Lambda with an AWS IoT Event Source 
In this example you will learn how to configure the AWS Shield Engagement Lambda function with an AWS IoT Button 

trigger. If you would like to use an event source other than an AWS IoT Button, configure your custom event source after 

“Step 2” then go directly to “Step 8.”   

Step 1: Go to the AWS Management Console of an account that is subscribed to AWS Shield Advanced and Business or 

Enterprise Support where you would like to keep your Lambda function. Select the US East (N. Virginia) region from the 

navigation bar.  

Step 2: Click on the “Lambda” service, click “Create function,” and then click “Author from scratch.”  

Step 3: Click inside of the box with the dotted lines and select “AWS IoT” as your Lambda trigger. 

Step 4: Configure the following parameters: 

 IoT Type: IoT Button 

 Device Serial Number: (enter the DSN from the back of your physical AWS IoT button) 

Step 5: Click “Generate certificate and keys” and download the certificate.pem and private.key files. 

Step 6: Follow the steps provided in the console to place your physical AWS IoT button in configuration mode and 

upload the certificate.pem and private.key files to the button.  

Step 7: Check “Enable trigger” and click “Next.” 

Step 8: Set “Code entry type” to “Edit code inline.” 

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/lambda/latest/dg/invoking-lambda-function.html
https://aws.amazon.com/iotbutton/
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Step 9: Go to https://s3.amazonaws.com/aws-shield-lambda/ShieldEngagementLambda.js , select all code, and copy to 

your clipboard. Paste this code in your Lambda function via the console. 

Step 10: Configure the following variables: 

var config = { 

    // Change this to "critical" if you are subscribed to Enterprise Support 

    severity: 'urgent', 

 

    // Change this to 'advanced' if you are subscribed to AWS Shield Advanced 

    shield: 'standard', 

 

    // Change this to 'off' after testing 

    test: 'on', 

 

    // Modify subject and message if not subscribed to AWS Shield Advanced 

    // Change subject and message to the path of a .txt file that you created in S3 

    standardSubject: 'http://s3.amazonaws.com/aws-shield-lambda/EngagementSubject.txt', 

    standardMessage: 'http://s3.amazonaws.com/aws-shield-lambda/EngagementBody.txt' 

} 

 

If you are subscribed to AWS Shield Advanced, it is not necessary to configure standardSubject or standardMessage as 

the function will automatically use a message that requests an AWS DDoS Response Team (DRT) escalation and incident 

bridge.  

Step 11: Provide a name for your Lambda function and set “Runtime” to “Node.js 6.10.” 

Step 12: Under “Execution role” select “Create a custom role.” This will open the AWS IAM console in a new tab. Provide 

the following policy document: 

{ 

    "Version": "2012-10-17", 

    "Statement": [ 

        { 

            "Effect": "Allow", 

            "Action": [ 

                "logs:CreateLogGroup", 

                "logs:CreateLogStream", 

                "logs:PutLogEvents" 

            ], 

            "Resource": "arn:aws:logs:*:*:*" 

        }, 

        { 

            "Sid": "Stmt1502833603500", 

            "Action": [ 

                "sns:Publish" 

            ], 

            "Effect": "Allow", 

            "Resource": "arn:aws:sns:us-east-1:832974201822:*" 

        }, 

    { 

      "Effect": "Allow", 

      "Action": [ 

        "support:*" 

      ], 

      "Resource": "*" 

    } 

    ] 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/aws-shield-lambda/ShieldEngagementLambda.js
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}  
 

The IAM console tab will automatically close after creating the custom role. 

Step 13: Click “Advanced settings” and change Timeout to 10 seconds then click Next. 

Step 14: Click “Create function.” 

Testing the AWS Shield Engagement Lambda Function 
You can test your function by pressing the button and looking for a new case in the AWS Support Center. Please 

immediately close the case that was created by your button during the test. Once you are done testing, change the test 

variable to off. Any further execution of the Lambda function will be treated as an urgent request for assistance. 

Using the AWS Shield Engagement Lambda Function  
If your application is impacted by a DDoS attack, execute the Lambda function. An AWS Support case will open 

automatically. If you are subscribed to AWS Shield Advanced, you will receive a reply asking you to join an Amazon 

Chime call. You can install Amazon Chime in advance to take advantage of its chat and screen sharing features when 

communicating with DRT.  

If you are not subscribed to AWS Shield Advanced, AWS Support will follow the instructions provided in the .txt files 

referenced in the standardSubject and standardMessage variables. For example, you might include instructions to call 

you at a particular telephone number. 

If you require any assistance with the AWS Shield Engagement Lambda, let us know by opening a case in the AWS 

Support Center under the “AWS Shield” service.  

https://chime.aws/trial/
https://chime.aws/trial/
https://console.aws.amazon.com/support/home
https://console.aws.amazon.com/support/home

